{"id":1256,"date":"2020-08-27T03:46:12","date_gmt":"2020-08-27T03:46:12","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/?p=1256"},"modified":"2020-10-22T06:17:51","modified_gmt":"2020-10-22T06:17:51","slug":"why-your-business-customer-service-should-adopt-e-signatures-right-now","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/why-your-business-customer-service-should-adopt-e-signatures-right-now\/","title":{"rendered":"Why Your Business\u2019 Customer Service Should Adopt E-Signatures Right Now"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Good customer service is the backbone of any successful business. Customers inherently want to trust the brands they deal with, because more than anything they want convenience. The concept of \u201cpeace of mind\u201d is what makes consumers spend a little more money on well-established brands.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">This is where <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/features\/electronic-signature\/?utm_medium=blog&amp;utm_content=link\">e-signatures<\/a> come in.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/features\/esignature?utm_medium=blog&amp;utm_content=leaderboard\"><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter size-full wp-image-1100\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"820\" height=\"200\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature.png 820w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature-150x37.png 150w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature-300x73.png 300w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature-768x187.png 768w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 820px) 100vw, 820px\" \/><\/a><\/p>\n<p><b>Electronic signatures<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Electronic signatures, called e-signatures for short, are the modern version of their traditional ink-on-paper counterpart. They are treated just like traditional signatures, but are instead a virtual version much like a digital photo. There are many advantages to having e-signature such as convenience and negating the need for paper and cutting company spending.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Your company has likely already begun the shift to a digital workspace, and having to physically sign documents has become more of a novelty than a necessity. Further, having your company switch to using e-signatures almost completely eliminates the need for courier services, wait times, and the anxiety that comes with waiting for a text or message from your recipient saying that they received the document.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Trust is invaluable to any business<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Just like how using electronic signatures makes internal communication in a company much easier, the same can be said when dealing with customers. Having your electronic signature shown on outgoing emails and newsletters is invaluable.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Consumers are human beings, and they want to be talked to and not talked <\/span><i><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">at<\/span><\/i><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">. With electronic signatures, your consumers will be assured that they\u2019re not dealing with an automated, lifeless messaging bot that simply wants to get their problems over with.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Instead, they\u2019ll know that they\u2019ll be speaking with a customer service representative, an actual person and the voice of the company, who will listen to their problems and work with them to solve them together.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Electronic signatures are so important because they generate trust. Trust is what gets new consumers to try the brand and keep them coming back for more. It\u2019s what gets consumers to ignore potentially less expensive products and services that effectively do the same thing as your own, creating a sense of brand loyalty.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Having your customer service representatives show their names in outgoing emails is a good way to gain a customer\u2019s trust, but including an e-signature is a great way to take a few more steps in the right direction.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">To add, e-signatures also allow you to legally bind your trust to your business partners. By <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/?utm_medium=blog&amp;utm_content=link\">signing names on documents using e-signatures<\/a>, such as a contract or a partnership agreement, you will be able to hold the people you do business with accountable to their promises which could potentially generate even more revenue for you and your company.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Consumer trust generates even more networks<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Every consumer has their own circle of trust. These are their friends, family members, significant others, workmates, and colleagues. Everyone within these circles trust each other to a certain degree.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">A satisfied consumer is not only likely to build trust between themselves and the brand, but also likely to pass on that trust to people within their network. This word-of-mouth advertising is one of the most sought after types of marketing because it costs you nothing but it spreads your brand\u2019s influence and nets your company a potential sale in the future.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Having a good product is one thing that a customer will talk about to their immediate circle, but you want your company name to be just as recognizable. Having a great customer service experience is what separates a good business from a great business.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">The inclusion of e-signatures alone may not carry your company, but it shows that your people have an eye for detail by showing that you\u2019re willing to take an extra step further when it comes to making your outgoing emails look as professional as possible. More than that, it shows that the people in your company trust your business enough to sign their names on it thus is worth the consumer\u2019s trust as well.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>How to integrate e-signatures into your business<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Now that you know why you need to integrate e-signatures, it\u2019s important to know how to incorporate them as well.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">The simplest way to do this is to find an e-signature program online. One good example that we recommend is <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/?utm_medium=blog&amp;utm_content=link\">PDFRun<\/a>. It offers <\/span><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">e-signature solution<\/span><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">s that are readily available online and easy to use.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDFRun\u2019s electronic signature solutions support more file formats than just PDF; as you have the convenience of uploading common file formats such as .jpg, .jpeg, .png, .doc, .docx and extract them all back as .pdf files.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">It also does not require you to download any specific programs to run effectively. Since it is a browser-based e-signature solution, all you need is access to a web browser to upload and edit the corresponding file.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Further, since it does not require a download, you can use it using any platform with access to a web browser, such as desktops, laptops, tablets, smartphones, and other such media devices.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDFRun\u2019s electronic signature solutions let you <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/features\/electronic-signature\/?utm_medium=blog&amp;utm_content=link\">upload\u00a0an electronic file and affix a signature to it<\/a>. You can draw it, type it out, or upload an image of a signature on paper. We recommend that you save an image of your signature so you don\u2019t have to repeatedly input your signature for multiple documents.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">You also have the option to assign signatories for other people who might need to have their names signed on the document.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">These features in an e-signature service are important because signing your name on a document should be quick and convenient just like its traditional ink-on-paper counterpart. It should be simple as time spent dealing with unnecessary errors or a buggy program is time and productivity wasted.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>E-signatures are the new present and the near future<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">As more and more companies start to move to a paperless workspace, the need for traditional signatures will become even less but the necessity of being familiar with the concept and incorporation of electronic signatures will become even greater.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Though the traditional ink-on-paper signature will never completely go away, because of their convenience and ease of use, e-signature software and websites such as PDFRun are here to stay as well.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">If your business has not already begun transitioning to or at the very least begun familiarizing yourselves with electronic signatures, then now is as good of a time to start.\u00a0<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Incorporating electronic signatures could score your company more new consumers, more repeat customers and buyers, and most of all, more trust in your brand.<\/span><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Good customer service is the backbone of any successful business. Customers inherently want to trust the brands they deal with, because more than anything they want convenience. The concept of \u201cpeace of mind\u201d is what makes consumers spend a little more money on well-established brands. This is where e-signatures come in. Electronic signatures Electronic signatures, [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":1257,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"open","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[10],"tags":[],"aioseo_notices":[],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1256"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=1256"}],"version-history":[{"count":5,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1256\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":1394,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1256\/revisions\/1394"}],"wp:featuredmedia":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media\/1257"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=1256"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=1256"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=1256"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
